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Abstract: Segregation of foreign atoms on a solid substrate in a liquid metal modifies the geometry
and chemistry of the substrate surface and, correspondingly, its potency to nucleate a solid metal.
We here investigate the effects of the segregation of alkaline earth (AE) atoms, Mg, Sr, and Ba, at the
interfaces between liquid Al and γ-Al2O3{1 1 1} substrates using an ab initio molecular dynamics
method. This study reveals the high stability and localized nature of the segregated AE atoms at
the oxide substrates. The segregation of the AE atoms induces reconstruction of the metal atoms
terminating the oxide substrates, and causes atomic roughness of the substrate surfaces. The content of
the induced atomic roughness relates to the ionic size of the AE atoms. Correspondingly, the potency
of the oxide substrates is modified. This indicates the possibility of manipulating the substrate potency
via segregation of selected impure atoms, which would help to control solidification processes.

Keywords: impurity segregation; alkaline earth atoms; γ-alumina substrates; liquid metal/oxide
interfaces; prenucleation; substrate potency; manipulation; Ab initio MD simulations

1. Introduction

Solid particles in liquids reduce the barrier of nucleation and catalyze the phase
transition from liquid to solid, which is referred to as heterogeneous nucleation [1–3].
Heterogeneous nucleation, thus, occurs most often, while homogeneous nucleation in
liquid without heterogeneous particles happens rarely [3,4]. Heterogeneous nucleation is
determined by the potency of the substrate to the metal. The more potent the substrate, the
less driving force is required [3–5]. In metallurgy, the foreign particles are referred to as
grain refiners.

In order to obtain cast parts and metals/alloys of fine and uniform microstructures and
desirable mechanical performances, grain refiners were developed [2–4,6] and have been
widely used for the purpose of casting light metals. At present, there are two strategies
to reach fine and uniform microstructures in cast parts and alloys [3–5]. The conventional
approach is to search for substrates of maximum potency to the metal, via segregation of
impurities [3–7]. A successful case is the application of the Al-nTi-B (n = 3, 5) grain refiners
for casting Al-based metals [2–7]. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations
discovered that segregation of Ti atoms causes the formation of a Ti-rich two-dimensional
compound, most likely TiAl3, at the Ti-terminated TiB2{0 0 0 1} surface [8]. The two-
dimensional compound maximizes the potency of this solid substrate to nucleate solid
Al [4,8]. When the grain initiation temperature is reached, grain initiation occurs first at
the largest particles, and gradually at smaller ones [3,9]. This process is called progressive
grain initiation (PGI) [4,5], during which only a small fraction of particles function as grain
initiation sites.

The early-stage solidification scheme [4,5] also suggests another approach to produce
cast parts/alloys of fine and uniform microstructures via using substrates of minimized
potency. A substrate of minimum potency requires a large driving force in order to nucleate
a solid metal phase so that the nucleation temperature may be close to or even lower than
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that of the grain initiation temperature. In such cases, as the grain initiation temperature is
reached, nucleation and grain initiation occur in small time intervals. Thus, grain initiation
occurs in an explosive way, which is thus referred to as explosive grain initiation (EGI). In
such processes, a large fraction of particles, even those with small sizes, can act as nucleation
sites. Naturally, in both PGI and EGI processes, densely and uniformly distributed particles
of similar potency are vital to achieve grain refinement for the cast parts and alloys.

During liquid dealing and casting of Al-based metals and alloys, γ-Al2O3 particles are
formed unavoidably [10–13]. TEM analysis disclosed that the newly formed γ-Al2O3 particles
exhibit dominantly plate-shaped morphologies with the {1 1 1} facets [10,11,13]. These native
oxide particles have impacts not only on the mechanical performances of the cast parts and/or
alloys, but also may act as potential nucleation sites during solidification [4].

The crystal structure of γ-Al2O3 was experimentally determined to be a defective
spinel-type structure [14,15]. Along its [1 1 1] axis, the structure of γ-Al2O3 is composed
alternately of an Al layer (a single Al layer or three sublayers) and an oxygen layer [14,15].
The oxygen layers are composed of distorted two-dimensional hexagonal networks. Recent
ab initio molecular dynamics simulations disclosed that the liquid Al atoms adjacent to
the substrates exhibit atomic ordering at the interfaces between liquid Al and γ-Al2O3{1 1
1} substrate surfaces, which are hereafter denoted as Al(l)/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1} interfaces [16].
There are two kinds of geometrically different Al layers terminating the oxide substrates.
One is terminated by a single Al atomic layer (L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}Al2) with a statistically
flat Al layer (S2 in short). Another one is terminated by three Al sublayers (denoted as
L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}Al1, S1), which are atomically rough.

The atomic ordering in liquid bordering to a solid substrate above the nucleation
temperature is referred to as prenucleation. Prenucleation at a liquid/solid interface
contributes a predecessor for following heterogeneous nucleation in the liquid [4,17–20].
Thus, prenucleation at a liquid/solid interface bonds to the potency of the substrate to
nucleate a solid. From the recent ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) study [16], it was
found that the potencies of the two L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1} interfaces are different from each
other. Moreover, the AIMD simulations produced similar total-valence-electron energies
for the two different interfaces, implying the coexistence of the two oxide substrates in
liquid Al metals. The different potencies implies that only part of the particles may behave
as potential nucleation sites. The density of potential nucleation sites will be increased if we
can modify the substrate surfaces to make two substrate surfaces attain similar potencies
by means of segregation of impurities.

As mentioned earlier, segregation of foreign atoms on substrates has been long utilized
to manipulate the potency of the substrates to nucleate a metal. This is exampled by the
segregation of extra Ti atoms on the Ti-terminated TiB2{0 0 0 1} surface in liquid Al to
enhance its potency, by which fine and uniform microstructures in the cast parts have
been achieved [6–9]. There are also opposite cases, e.g., segregation of Zr or Si atoms
at the TiB2{0 0 0 1} substrates to poison the grain refiners [21–23]. Ab initio molecular
dynamics simulations uncovered that the segregated Zr atoms cause atomic roughness
at the Ti-terminated TiB2{0 0 0 1} substrate surfaces [22]. Consequently, the prenucleation
content at the Zr-segregated L-Al/TiB2{0 0 0 1} interface becomes deteriorated.

Additionally, in the study of grain refinements of MgO particles in Mg-0.5Ca alloys,
Wang, et al. observed adsorption layers of impurity Al, Ca and N atoms on the MgO{1 1 1}
facets [24]. Ma, et al. observed Cu segregation at the Al/α-Al2O3 interfaces [25]. Recently,
segregation of the nd1 elements, La or Y, at the Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1} interfaces has been
realized experimentally and observed by TEM techniques [26]. Meanwhile, theoretical
approaches, especially parameter-free AIMD methods, have been employed to investigate
the atomic ordering at interfaces between liquid metal and oxide substrates [16,27–29].
Recent AIMD modeling also discovered that the segregated nd1 atoms are bonded with the
outmost O ions, and exhibit localized characteristics. Consequently, the substrate surfaces
grow to become rougher [30]. The segregation of the nd1 atoms thus reduces prenucleation
at the interfaces.
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In order to obtain comprehensive knowledge about the impact of segregation of impu-
rities of different chemical natures on prenucleation at the interfaces between liquid metal
and solid substrates, we investigated several groups of elements of lower electronegativity
values than Al, including alkaline earth (AE) elements, for segregation at the propotype
Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1} interfaces.

Alkaline earth atoms, including Mg, Sr, and Ba, exist in many Al metals and alloys [11–13].
They have smaller electronegativity values than that of Al. Thus, they may segregate at the
L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1} interfaces. Moreover, the AE atoms have two s, p valence electrons,
making them different from Al atoms, which have three. The ionic/atomic size of the alkaline
earth elements increases from Mg to Sr to Ba. The AE atoms contain only two s, p valence
electrons, which is also different from the Sc, Y, and L atoms, which have three valence electrons,
including one d-electron. This provides an ideal case for us to investigate both size and valence
effects on the prenucleation of impurity segregations at a liquid metal/oxide interface.

We here investigate the effect of segregation of the AE atoms Mg, Sr, and Ba at the
L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1} interfaces, systematically employing ab initio molecular dynamics
simulation techniques. The simulations disclose the high stability and localization of the
segregated AE atoms that are bonded to the O atoms at the substrates. The segregation
causes atomic roughness of the substrate surfaces, which impacts the potency of the
substrates. The obtained information is also useful for improving our understanding
of prenucleation at interfaces between liquid light metals and other oxide substrates,
including liquid-Al/α-Al2O3 [27,31–35], liquid-Y/α-Al2O3 [29], solid-Cu/α-Al2O3 [36],
and others [28,37,38].

2. Details of Methods

In the present study, we adopted a reverse approach based on our previous research [16,30].
We used the experimental structure of γ-Al2O3 in the literature [14,15] to set up the oxide
substrates. The built L-Al/γ-alumina interface systems have a hexagonal supercell with
a =
√

2 a0, where a0 is the lattice parameter of the cubic γ-Al2O3 phase at the simulation
temperature [14–16]. The length of the c-axis was obtained according to the thickness of the
oxide slab and the atomic volumes of the liquid metals. We thus obtained a hexagonal cell with
a = 11.37 Å, c = 37.18 Å. This cell contained 310 atoms: 96 O and 214 (Al + AE) atoms. There
were four AE atoms on each surface, which corresponded to about 5at.% of AE in the Al liquid.
Test of systems with different c-axis lengths showed no significant influences on the results.

We used a pseudo-potential plane-wave method in the first-principles code VASP [39] for
the first-principles calculations and AIMD simulations. This first-principles code permits vari-
able fractional occupation numbers. It worked well for insulator/metal interfaces [16,30,37–39].
It uses finite-temperature density functional theory, the exact energy minimization and calcu-
lation of the exact Hellmann–Feynman forces after each MD step using the preconditioned
conjugate techniques, and the Nosé dynamics for generating a canonical NVT ensemble [39].
Gaussian smearing (smearing width 0.1 eV) was used. The projector augmented wave (PAW)
approach [40] within the generalized gradient approximation was utilized [41].

For first-principles electronic structure calculations, we utilized cutoff energies of 520.0 eV
for the wave functions and 700.0 eV for the augmentation functions, as described in [16,30].
These values are notably higher than the corresponding default energies: ENMAX/Eaug = 400.0 eV
/605.4 eV for O; ENMAX/Eaug = 240.3 eV/191.1 eV for Al; ENMAX/Eaug = 200.0 eV/454.7 eV
for Mg; ENMAX/Eaug = 229.4 eV/355.8 eV for Sr; and ENMAX/Eaug = 187.2 eV/351.2 eV for Ba.
The higher cutoff energies are necessary to describe the atoms well and to produce reliable
results. Reasonably packed k-meshes were used for sampling the electronic wave functions,
e. g. a 2 × 2 × 2 (8 k-points) in the Brillouin zone (BZ) of the sizable interface systems in the
Monkhost-Pack approach [42]. For the simulations of the AE-segregated L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}
(denoted as L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}AlAE) interfaces, a cutoff energy of 320.0 eV, and the Γ-point in
the BZ were utilized. The latter was used due to the lack of periodicity of the whole system for
one liquid/solid interface [16,30,39,43–47]. Tests using cutoff energies ranging from 200.0 eV to
400.0 eV proved availability of the settings.
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We equilibrated those interface systems with full relaxation of the atomic coordinates
for 4000 to 10,000 steps (1.5 femtosecond (fs) per step) at 1000 K, which is higher than
the melting point of Al (933 K). The time-averaged technique was used for sampling the
equilibrated interface systems over 3.0–4.5 picoseconds (ps) in order to secure statistically
meaningful results [16,30,43,47].

3. Results

We first report our observation of the AIMD simulation processes. It was observed
that the segregated AE atoms remained close to the γ-Al2O3{1 1 1} substrate surfaces and
had no trend of moving into the liquid Al. This indicates stability of the AE-segregated
interfaces, corresponding to the lower electronegativity of the AE atoms as compared to
that of Al. Meanwhile, we also observed occasions in which Mg atoms moved into the
oxide substrates (see Supplementary Materials Figure S1). These observations may relate
to the formation of spinel from γ-alumina in Mg–Al liquid using liquid handling and
casting [12,13]. We will not further discuss this issue in this paper.

At the first 0.5 ps, some AE atoms moved from one site to another at the surfaces of
the substrates. Thereafter, they were in motion around the sites throughout the simulation,
up to 15 ps. Analysis of the energies discloses that the systems reached thermal equilibrium
within a short time (within 1.0 ps). Figure 1 shows snapshots of the equilibrated L-Al/γ-
Al2O3{1 1 1}AlAE systems.
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Figure 2. Atomic density profiles of the AE-segregated L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}AlAE interfaces and the 
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Figure 1. Snapshots of the equilibrated L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}AlAE interfaces. (a) L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}AlMg,
(b) L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}AlSr, and (c) L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}AlBa. Row (i) is for S1- and Row (ii) for S2-
interfaces. The interatomic bonds between the metal atoms and the oxygen atoms in the substrates and
at the substrate surfaces are displayed. The silvery spheres represent Al, dark brown spheres represent
O, and the gold spheres represent the AE atoms.

At thermal equilibrium, the frames of the local structures of the L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}AlAE
interfaces (Figure 1) were similar to those of the authentic interfaces in [16]. The atoms in the
γ-Al2O3 substrates are well ordered, whereas the Al atoms in middle of Al liquid parts display
no apparent long-range ordering, instead behaving in a liquid-like way (Figure 1). Meanwhile,
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the segregated AE and the Al atoms adjacent to the substrates exhibited unusual behaviors.
The AE atoms and the nearby Al atoms bonded to the O atoms at the alumina substrates.
Moreover, the metal atoms near the interfaces displayed density variation in the direction
perpendicular to the substrates, which is a phenomenon referred to as layering [16,39,44].
In order to assess the layering at the L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}AlAE interfaces, we used atomic
density profiles, which are defined in [18–20,44], for configurations summed over 3 ps of
the L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}AlAE interfaces. The obtained results are plotted in Figure 2.
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The atomic density profiles verified our observations from the snapshots: there were
ordered γ-Al2O3 substrates (sharp peaks), and liquid-like Al in the middle of the liquid
parts (Figure 2). The liquid metal atoms near the substrates contained ordering along the
direction perpendicular to the substrates (layering), and one parallel to the substrate (in-
plane ordering). The segregated AE atoms were positioned close to the outermost oxygen
atoms. Subtle differences at the two different interfaces, especially for the terminating
AE and Al atoms, are apparent. At S1, the smaller Mg atoms are in the positions at the
upper part of the termination layer (Figure 2b). The larger Sr and Ba atoms form an
isolated atomic layer, which is positioned between the terminating Al layer and the first
Al layer (Figure 2c,d). At S2, the smaller Mg atoms are also at the upper side of the single
terminating Al peak. Meanwhile, the larger Sr and Ba atoms form isolated peaks between
the terminating and first Al peaks (Figure 2g,h). Thus, the terminating metal layer at S2
(Figure 2e) becomes split, and the substrate surface becomes atomically rough as compared
to that of the authentic interface (Figure 2e) [16].

Clearly, the distance between the AE atoms and the outmost O atoms is dependent
on the atomic size of the segregated atoms (Figures 1 and 2). The larger the atomic size
is, the longer the distance from the outmost O layer to the positions of the AE ions, as
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shown in Figures 1 and 2. According to the epitaxial nucleation model [17], the ordering of
the terminating metal atoms at a liquid/solid interface is related to the intrinsic capability
(potency) of the substrate to nucleate a solid in the liquid. Here, we analyze the behavior of
the metal atoms neighboring the substrates. We integrated equilibrated configurations over
3ps in order to obtain time-averaged atomic arrangements, which are shown in Figure 3.
From the schematic atomic arrangements, the following information can be obtained:

(1) The AE and Al atoms at the terminating layer show strong localized characteristics, as
compared with those metal atoms at the pristine L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1} interfaces [16].

(2) The localization content of the terminating atoms increases from Mg to Sr to Ba.
Figure 3i shows that only the atoms at the terminating Al/Mg layer exhibit some
localized character, while the Al atoms at the first layer display delocalized, liquid-
like behavior. There are vacancies on top of Sr and Ba atoms at the first Al layer,
and localization exists at the second Al layers (Figure 3Aii, Aiii, Bii and Biii). This
phenomenon may relate to the atomic sizes.

(3) Prenucleation is weak even at the first metal layer for the Mg-segregated interfaces.
For the Sr- and Ba-segregated interfaces, there are vacancies at the first Al layer and it
thus, is rough. This causes amorphous arrangements of the Al atoms at the second
layers. Analysis showed no long-range ordering at the third layer (not shown here).

Statistics of the interfacial O–M bonds between a substrate and a liquid or amorphous
layer may give insight into the interfacial chemistry [16,30,33,47]. The interfacial bond-
ing between terminating metal atoms and the outmost O atoms at the L-Al/γ- alumina
interfaces with and without AE segregations was analyzed. There are four types of M
coordination by O (Figure 4b,e). The obtained statistical results are plotted into Figure 4a.

The segregated AE atoms favor being on top of O triangles (over 70%) at both S1 and
S2 interfaces (Figure 4d). At S1, about one quarter of the smaller Mg atoms are positioned
on top of O (Figure 4b). There is a notable fraction of Ba atoms (about 20%) on top of four
O atoms (Figure 4e). About 15% of Sr atoms are also positioned at the O bridges (Figure 4c).
These relate to the size of the AE atoms.

1 
 

 

Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. The summed atomic configurations of the terminating Al/AE layer (a), the first Al layer
(b) and the second Al layer (c) of the S1 ((A), top) and S2 (bottom, (B)) interfaces of L-Al/L-Al/γ-
Al2O3 systems over 3 ps. The silvery spheres represent Al, the dark brown spheres represent O, and
the gold spheres represent the AE atoms.
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Figure 4. The statistics of the occupation rates of the segregated AE at the O sites (O coordination
numbers) (a), the schematic structures of AE-O (b), AE-2O (c), AE-3O (d), and AE-4O (e) bonding
at the L-Al/γ-Al2O3 interfaces. In (b–e), the dark brown spheres represent O, and the gold spheres
represent AE atoms.

Charge transfer between interfacial atoms can help to obtain a deeper insight into
the interfacial interaction [16,30,47]. We investigated charges at the atomic sites at the AE-
segregated L-Al/γ-alumina interfaces using the calculated electron density distributions
via Bader’s model [48,49], which was implanted into this VASP code by Henkelman and
colleagues [50]. The obtained results are plotted in Figure 5.

The O atoms in the substrates are negatively charged, with a value of −1.3 e/O,
whereas the Al atoms in the substrates are positively charged (2.0 e/Al). This corresponds
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to the chemical formula (Al+2.02)2(O−1.34)3, as our calculations for the bulk oxides, which
are shown in Table 1. The valences are smaller than those of the ionic model (Al+3)2(O−2)3,
indicating some covalence in this oxide. The Al atoms away from the interfaces are
electronically neutral.
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Figure 5. Charges at the atomic sites at L-Al/γ-Al2O3 interfaces, by means of Bader analysis [44,45].
The black spheres represent charges at the Al sites, red at the O sites, and green at the AE sites.
(a) L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}Al-1, (b) L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}AlMg-1, (c) L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}AlSr-1, (d) L-
Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}AlBa-1, (e) L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}Al-2, (f) L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}AlMg-2, (g) L-Al/γ-
Al2O3{1 1 1}AlSr-2, and (h) L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}AlBa-2.

As shown in Figure 5, the terminating metal (Al and AE) atoms are partially charged.
The charges of the Al atoms decrease with the distance from the outmost oxygen atoms/ions,
in agreement with the bond theory [51,52]. The charges at the AE sites are higher than
those at the Al sites at the same z-positions.

Table 1. Electronic configurations and electronegativity, χ, of the alkaline earth elements Mg, Sr and
Ba, as well as Al. These elements have s, p valence electrons. The (averaged) bond lengths between
the metals and oxygen in their oxides, MgO, SrO, and BaO of the NaCl-type structure, as well as
α-Al2O3, with a trigonal lattice, as discussed in the literature [53,54], are included. Charges at the
atomic sites from present calculations are shown in the formula.

Element Elec. Config. X Formula of Oxides d(M–O) (Å)

Al [Ne] 3s2 3p1 1.61 Al+2.02
2O−1.34

3 1.92 [53]

Mg [Ne] 3s2 3p0 1.31 Mg+1.66O−1.66 2.11 [53]

Sr [Kr] 5s2 5p0 0.95 Sr +1.35O−1.35 2.57 [54]

Ba [Xe] 6s2 6p0 0.89 Ba+1.36O−1.36 2.76 [54]
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4. Discussion

The present simulations revealed that the segregated AE atoms are chemically bonded
to the outmost oxygen atoms at the L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1} interfaces, at a temperature above
the melting point of Al. Such segregation of the AE atoms at the interfaces can be regarded
as reduction–oxidation (redox) reactions. As shown in Table 1, the valence bands of Al and
the AE atoms are composed of s, p electrons. The electronegativity of Al is notably higher
than that of each of the AE elements, which makes the redox actions occur. Moreover, Al
has three valence electrons, whereas the AE atoms each have two (Table 1).

Table 1 also lists the (averaged) metal–oxygen (M–O) bond lengths in the bulk ox-
ides [53,54]. Clearly, the M–O bond increases from Al to Mg, to Sr, and to Ba. Based
on the M–O bond lengths, we can obtain the ionic sizes of the metals R(Mm+) = d(M–O)
− R(O−q), where R(O−q) = 1.4 Å, as reported in the literature [55,56]. We thus build rela-
tionships between the splitting of the terminating metal layer and the AE ionic sizes at the
L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}AlAE interfaces. The obtained results are plotted in Figure 6.
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There are almost-linear relationships between the ionic size and the splitting of the
terminating metal layers at both L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1} interfaces, except for Mg at S1, where
the smaller Mg atoms/ions are positioned at the top of the terminating layer, which, in
fact, reduces the peak splitting. This is partially due to the valence difference between Mg
and Al.

Segregation of the AE atoms at the L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}AlAE2 interface roughens the
flat termination metal layer (Figure 2e). Correspondingly, prenucleation at the segregated
substrate surfaces turns out to be hindered. This results in the potencies of the two
authentic different substrate surfaces becoming minimized to the same level. Naturally,
such segregated substrate surfaces of minimized potency require a large drive force to
nucleate the solid phase. Meanwhile, the number of solidification sites is significantly
enhanced. This indicates a possibility of achieving cast parts/alloys of finer microstructures
if there is no significant concentration of more potent particles in the liquid, according to
the EPI theory [4,5].
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The present simulations disclosed a possibility of segregations of more chemically active
(less electronegative) impurities at a liquid/oxide interface via redox reactions. Moreover, the
simulations also showed that impure atoms of larger atomic sizes than that of the liquid metal
may cause higher occurrences of atomic roughness of the substrate surface. This may help
us design grain refiners for the solidification of various liquid metals/alloys. Moreover, this
influence of segregated impurities on the atomic ordering at liquid-metal/solid interfaces may
play a role in thermodynamics investigations on the growth of solid particles in a liquid during
solidification [57,58]. This knowledge regarding the influences of segregated impurities at a
solid/liquid metal interface might be useful for obtaining insight into the role of impurities
segregated at metal–ceramics interfaces [59], the wetting phenomenon, and, furthermore, into
metal/ceramic welding, surface treatments, etc. [60]. Broadly, the knowledge obtained here
may further help us control solidification processes, lower manufacturing costs, and benefit
our circular economy.

5. Summary

We performed ab initio molecular dynamics simulations for the AE-segregated L-Al/γ-
Al2O3{1 1 1} interfaces. The AIMD simulations provided us the following conclusions:

(1) The AE-atom-segregated L-Al/γ-Al2O3{1 1 1} interfaces exhibit localized characteris-
tics at the interfaces.

(2) Chemically, the AE atoms are positively charged and bonded to the outmost O atoms.
(3) The segregated AE atoms are positioned dominantly on O triangles of the γ-Al2O3{1 1 1}

substrates, a condition which reconstructs atoms adjacent to the substrates and causes
atomic roughness of the substrate surfaces.

(4) The sizes of the AE ions significantly affect the atomic ordering at the interfaces.
(5) Prenucleation at the two different authentic substrates causes them to become weak-

ened and minimized to the same level.
(6) The obtained information herein enriches our understanding of the effects of impu-

rity segregation at liquid metal/solid interfaces, and further helps to manipulate
heterogeneous nucleation via controlling impurity segregation.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/met13040761/s1, Figure S1: Schematic presentation of one segregated
Mg atom (green sphere) moving into the oxide substrate during the ab initio molecular dynamics
simulations. The large dark brown spheres represent O, middle silver spheres represent Al, and orange
spheres represent Mg.
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